
Video Conference 

This document is intended as a source of information to assist parent/guardians who elect to hold a portfolio review by 

video conference. The purpose of a portfolio review is to ensure that the homeschooled student is receiving regular, 

thorough instruction in English/language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, art, music, physical education, and 

health.  

 

Overview 

Video conferences will be conducted similar to face to face conferences. This format will allow the parent to discuss the 

home instruction program with the reviewer and will be able to share work by holding it in front of the camera for the 

reviewer to see. Video conferences will last approximately 20 to 30 minutes per student. The reviewer may not be able 

to examine as many work samples during this time as usually occurs at a face to face review. The parent may wish to 

select key pieces of work to show the reviewer. At the conclusion of the meeting, the reviewer will complete the 

Portfolio Review Form and email it to the parent. Video conferences will be scheduled at mutually agreeable dates and 

times between the parent and reviewer.  Please note that all of our reviewers are part-time employees who set their 

own hours according to the BCPS calendar and regular office hours between 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.   

Technology Information  

❖ Google Meet is the preferred video conferencing tool as the reviewer is able to conduct this meeting through 

his/her BCPS issued laptop.  

❖ Google Meet can be accessed in the App Store free of cost for smart phones and tablets. It is also part of the G 

Suite for Google users.   

❖ This platform is new to all of the reviewers and may be new for many of the parents. As with all new 

experiences, there is a learning curve for everyone involved. Please be sure to allow yourself sufficient time for 

the review, so if technical difficulties arise, you do not feel stressed that you may go beyond your expected time 

frame.  

Checklist for Video Conference  

✓ Receive an email or phone call from a reviewer who will schedule a mutually agreeable date and time for a video 

conference. The reviewer will also provide you with information about how to connect through Google Meet.  

✓ Organize all portfolio materials to ensure that you have everything easily accessible during the meeting.  

✓ Ensure that documentation is provided for all 8 required subjects or an explanation for the lack of 

documentation (For example: Health was documented at the first semester portfolio review. Religious exemption 

for music; Phys. Ed. was completed in 9th grade and student is in 10th grade.)  

✓ Ensure that your technology is ready before the conference starts.  

 

 


